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ASME ‘U’ & ‘R’ Stamp Certification
CHE is now a certified ASME ‘U’ & ‘R’ Stamp Holder !
2011 is a remarkable year for CHE and also a very good news to some of our
customers who longed waiting for our fabrication yard to be certified with
ASME International Pressure Vessel Fabrication , authorised ‘U’ & ‘R’ Stamp holder.
After years of ground work and process capabilities enhancement, CHE team have
finally made it!

ASME Certified Workshop

With this internationally recognised certification, we have another
new challenge ahead, to compete with International market. This
challenge will also help to groom CHE to another level . With our total
120 workforces, integrated operational management system,
utilisation of advanced machineries such as High Definition 3
Dimensional Auto Plasma profile cutter capable of cutting Carbon
Steel Material as thick as 150mm, Orbital Weld, Semi Auto Welding
and lots more will enable CHE to serve the industries with full
confidence and quality assurance. Intensive capital investment once
again prove to our customers of committed continuous improvement
and total awareness in quality.
Being a ‘feather-weight’ player in the Pressure Vessels fabrication
market, CHE can still punch like a ‘heavy weight’ sometimes and
therefore we shall continue to remain active in the industries to prove
our capabilites.
For the past 2 decades serving the industries, most of our order are
being recommended and we do not do marketing and therefore still
majority of potential customers out there do not know about us. We
will continue to expand our marketing effort to reach out to those
who need a reliable and committed fabrication source.
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